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at a time. I was happier and more at ease with these sorts of
people than in Society, which treated me so capriciously and
uncertainly. Krassin came quite often, usually in the evenings
on his way home from the office to his house in St. John's Wood.
He treated me as a trusted friend and seemed above petty and
mean suspicion. Perhaps the explanation of this is simply
that he was Siberian. Incidentally, he was the only person
who, instead of asking me my impressions of Moscow, asked me
my impression of London on my return! I told him that the
shops seemed to me particularly stupid. So full of non-
essentials. The fact that I had seen no shop-windows and had
only two dresses to wear alternately for three months had not
made me desire to buy. On the contrary, the things I used to
think necessary I no longer wanted. Krassin smiled and
nodded sagely. He said it was due to a new sense of values.
" I remember," he said, " I felt much the same when I
returned to the world after being exiled in Siberia. I missed
the simplicity and the inspiration of my Siberian life, and
civilization seemed quite senseless. "
I was very much surprised by this statement. He said it in
a kind of retrospective tone of regret, as if he recalled a past
that had been beautiful. This was quite contrary to all one had
ever read or heard of Siberian exile. Was it a less dreadful
state than it had been depicted? Have Russian political
exiles received a world sympathy that they do not require ?
Krassin's simple statement has often made me wonder.
Meanwhile I was in a very unsettled and tormented state
My notoriety was terrific, but it was not the sort of notoriety
that was going to help my future, which depended upon rich
patrons, and these mostly adopted the attitude that they would
not have their portraits done by the sculptor of Lenin and
Troteki. (Much the same would, I suppose, have happened
to the sculptor of Marat and Robespierre had there been such
a person.)
I might have kept quiet and " lived it down/' my family
said, but I did not consider I had anything to live down, I
was smarting under a great injustice. I regarded my critics as
fools, and became more hardened and more in revolt.
Fisher, who was originally responsible for having arranged my

